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'Killed In' is usually a thriller that was motivated from the Dark Web and LinkedIn, one of the
primary public media platforms present about the world wide web. The primary character of

the tale is a discouraged and alienated barista called Chris Kord. His failure to achieve
conventional society leads him to the Dark Web, where he seeks the reputation that he

desperately craves. Angered by an unruly consumer at his coffee shop, he unleashes probably
the most dangerous criminal gangs of the system against the offender, believing that this will

not exceed intimidation. However for Chris Kord, it eventually ends up as a horrific murder. Chris
creates an underground on-line platform, called Oblivion, designed exclusively for criminals. His

task is successful but he fails to understand the forces that he is dealing with. Struggling to
cope, he tries to hightail it from the the world that he has created. But Oblivion has other

ideas and won't allow him escape.
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Four Stars A good way to explore the deep darknet, and the unfamiliar. I must say i enjoyed
the examine. Thumbs up A good thriller but..General ,while I loved Killedin,I would not advocate
that reserve to techno intellectuals. To begin with, lets place some background,I'm an internet
geek and I love to play around the dark corners of the net which is why I was first hooked by
that publication.However, he is skillful with his prose and development of the protagonist: you
can't help but feel attached to Chris, the embodiment of the underachiever trying to seize any
opportunity at finding achievement and ending his feeling of worthlessness. As the plot can be
solid, he fails to capture the complexity of the dark internet.But the author has built his own
version the dark net which irked me personally (a whole lot) while reading the publication..
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